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Reasoning Test 

The reasoning test consist of two parts, which assess the children’s ability in Verbal 

Reasoning and Non-Verbal Reasoning. The test includes a range of questions in these 

areas, please see below for an example of typical questions used. 

 

 

 



NVR 

Identify the odd one out in the sequence: 

 

Work out which of the cubes can be made from the cube net: 

 

Which figure completes the sequence pattern?
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Verbal Reasoning 

 

In these questions, find two words, one from each group, that are closest in meaning.  

Example (office shop start) (work begin end)  

Answer start begin  

1. (can grease pan) (fry oil slip)  

2. (calm rest laugh) (tired peaceful happy) 

3. (increase quick accelerate) (race speed rapid) 

4. (teach result occur) (outcome incident learn) 

5. (sufficient vital valid) (essential certain specific) 

 

In these sentences, a word of four letters is hidden at the end of one word and the beginning of the 

next word. Find the pair of words that contains the hidden word.  

Example The film ended happily after all.  

Answer: film ended Solution In this sentence, the hidden four-letter word is ‘mend’, which is made 

up of the last letter of the word ‘film’ and the first three letters of the word ‘ended’.  

 

6. The bold monkey sat on my shoulder. 

7. It is wonderful living in the country. 

8. The sky was clear after days of rain. 

 

Three of these four words are given in code.  

The codes are not written in the same order as the words and one code is missing.  

NAIL FIND LATE FIST  

3752 5674 4689 

9. Find the code for the word FIND.  

     A) 3752      B) 5674      C) 4689      D) 3759   E) 5632 

10. Find the word that has the number code 4963.  

      A) DEAL      B) LIFE       C) DEAF      D) LEAF   E) LEAD 

11. Find the code for the word FLINT.  

      A) 53758    B) 34762   C) 34769    D) 53762 E 34758 


